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SUMMARY
The paper reports the frame, methods and findings of a study assuming that non
human factors such as specific combinations of route and environment layouts, might
take part in the magnitude of speed offending observed in France in small 50km/h
areas located on rural roads.

Speed controls being 2 times more frequent in small sites and not curbing high
speeding rates (70% of infringement) and related cost in fatal accidents (18% extra),
required knowing what interfered with the 50km/h police enforcement. Noticing that
electing/adjusting the route speed actually relies at first on the visual dynamic
perception of route facilities and constraints, local route and surroundings designs
were suspected to induce speed facilities counteracting the 50km/h limitation.

Checking this eventual impact required first describing site crossing, then evaluating
the relationship between site crossing and site speed average already available. It was
realised with the building of a specific method of site description relying on the visual
perception of site crossing when coming from open roads. Sequential pictures and
measurements were taken for this purpose in 75 small sites .

Besides evidence of route configurations acting against the 50km/h enforcement and
discrediting the legitimacy of speed limitation and police control, the method used in
the study provides additional tools for improving enforcement. Patterns of crossing
characteristics having an evident speed influence can be used for diagnosing sites
contributing to speeding and for processing to changes in route configuration so as to
make the crossing consistent with the 50km/h limitation.

MACRO PICTURE OF THE SPEED ENFORCEMENT CONTEXT
Among the three major safety measures intending to reduce dangerous behaviour and
correlated damages (alcohol, speed and restraint systems), speed regulation actually
is the single case requiring enforcement techniques equally well developed in both
traffic engineering and social areas. Nowadays, there is large evidence that speed
measures in urban areas require to be effective as well fitted techniques of urban road
design, layout and equipment, as efficient strategies of speed control and information.
In spite of this and the progress in techniques and strategies of traffic calming,
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enacting speed measures not systematically provokes every time the same combined
policy of enforcement. Very often reducing speed excesses still largely relies on
standards of intensive police enforcement issuing from the deterrence doctrine for
influencing the driver behaviour so that road engineering goes on working aside with
one’s regulating traffic norms not necessarily consistent with the safety aim of speed
moderation1. While speeding is the driving behaviour the best shared in the world and
the most prevalent in high motorised countries, this restrictive way of enforcing speed
measures results in putting quite only on the Police shoulders the burden of reducing
speed excesses and the responsibility of enforcement outputs. It then comes out from
too low decrease in high figures of speeding that traditional police enforcement is often
viewed as not enough intensive to influence driver behaviour. Police bodies claim on
their side that limitations in manpower and other police resources prevent from rising
up to ascribed deterrent levels of control frequency. Present high attraction for
automated speed enforcement and speed limiters in the western countries plans of
enforcement modernisation and development might be the last avatar of this
unbalanced policy viewpoint (notwithstanding the evident role of economic lobby
interests).

The policy story of the 50km/h in France quotes enough well this macro picture of the
speed issue treatment.

FRENCH BACKGROUNDS OF THE 50KM/H ENFORCEMENT
In spite of the weakness of precise speed information in the national file of traffic
accident data, speeding is presumed to be largely responsible of most accident
damages occurring on the interurban network in France. Speed excesses are
particularly suspected to take part in the severity of the accidents occurring in small
built up areas where the rate of fatal accidents rises 7 deaths for 100 casualty
accidents which is equivalent to the severity of motorway accidents known for being
the highest. It must be noted that the network of French rural roads is extended2 and
composes a tight tangle of B roads (named, départment roads /360,000 km) and A
roads (national roads/27,000 km) running through numerous villages and small urban
sites up to 5000 inhabitants long ago installed there. Most of the time, the B roads are
multifunctional single carriageways.

In 1991, for improving the safety situation, the 60 years old speed limitation of 60km/h
enforced in urban areas was lowered to 50km/h.. Municipalities were recommended to
support the 50km/h measure with fitted local interventions, and in the case of villages
and other small urban areas, to put at least the road signal of the village entry at the
right place, i.e. at the actual beginning of the built-up area. This recommendation
addressed the abusing municipality habit of putting the entry signal in the countryside
far ahead the real village beginning so as to increase opportunities of getting more
income from roadside publicity boards. By that time, there also was an administrative
reform that decentralised the management of the secondary rural network: road
engineering and maintenance had to move from national public work services to local
Département3 councils and services. It resulted that department roads often became

                                               
1  The problem at the background being the subterranean conflict traditionally working in the
traffic regulation area between road norms for traffic well running off and safety techniques for
traffic calming, plus the current lack of safety training in academic curses of traffic engineering.
2 Motorways only represent 2% of the interurban network (8,600km) and 26 % of interurban
traffic (132 milliards of driven km) while the 387,000 km of A and B roads ensure 76% of
interurban traffic (282 milliards of km) and also register 79% of fatal accidents, 52% occurring on
B roads.
3  The Département is the territory unit in France of government administration.
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much better surfaced and marked than national roads, making driving very
comfortable.

Assessing the 50km/h measure enacted in 1991 disappointed safety and enforcement
expectations: the trend of 2% annual downward in fatal accident only had been a few
accentuated instead of the expected reduction of 15% or 20% ; local support actions
on infrastructure or other measures had been not very numerous, and particularly,
correctly positioning the entry signal was very few enforced (PAGE, 1994). All in all,
implementing the new 50km/h limit had mainly relied on police enforcement whose
annual statistics do not reveal any substantial global increase of speed control during
the years following the new urban limitation.

FINDINGS OF LOCAL SURVEYS
During the 1990s, there were several surveys aimed to evaluate the enforcement of
traffic safety rules and particularly, alcohol and speed measures. Some of them carried
out at the scale of one Département, consisted in parallel surveys on behaviour
observed on roadside, police enforcement records and accident reports. Gathering
data from 3 areas relied on a transversal scientific approach of enforcement products
and the global plan of setting up a suited database for analysing relationships between
offending behaviour on roads, police offending control and offence related accident
(BIECHELER, JAYET, 1996). Among different sorts of findings (JAYET, 1995)4, these
co-ordinated local surveys have stressed that the urban 50km/h proved to be one
major measure of traffic safety totally ineffective in the case of built-up areas sized up
to 5000 inhabitants.

In comparison with medium and big urban areas, speed offending in small 50km/h
areas was higher of 12% and raise70% of speeds observed on roadside although
police controls and ticketing were 2 times more frequent than in other city sizes. In
built-up areas sized up to 2000 inhabitants, 20% of speed violations are 40km/h and
more above the legal limit of 50km/h. In complement, there were 18% extra fatal and
severe injured accidents. Double scores of police ticketing together with highest scores
of 50km/h violations were somewhat paradoxical. The deterrent thinking of efficiency
relying on the intensity of police controls seemed to be put in the wrong. Both very
specific location of the phenomenon (i.e. on stretches of rural roads crossing small
urban sites) and French context above reminded made this peculiar problem of 50km/h
enforcement a little too complex to only consider it on the base of the deterrent
enforcement theory5.

                                               
4  Some of major findings were : only 10% of police control activity applied to open roads, low
adjustments of the enforcement activity to space and time characteristics of offending observed
on roads, differences of enforcement strategies between the 2 main French formations of police
bodies, impact of general police labour and organisation on the work agenda such as time
schedule and space location of targeted controls, etc.
5 Explaining and curing the situation from the deterrent viewpoint would state that the magnitude
of speeding required an intensity of speed controls still greater, i.e., many more police
enforcement efforts, for expecting a real impact on speed behaviour.
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BEYOND THE DETERRENT APPROACH OF INFLUENCING
SPEED BEHAVIOUR
Two contextual dimensions of driving were considered as probably playing together
with -or against- the police influence on speed behaviour, namely: the travelling frame
and the local road context. The travelling frame of 50km/h offending in villages is that
crossing the villages occurs like repeated short interruptions of long or medium route
largely done on open roads allowing 90km/h driving speed. Lowering ones speed to
the 50km/h allowed into villages either implies some high and permanent self-level of
law-abiding, or heavy circumstantial constraints of any kind to do it. The local road
context considered is aside the ongoing traffic density and concerns what the driver’s
sight captures and uses from road and surroundings designs/equipment to adjust
his/her speed to the route facilities or constraints. In the case of small sites on rural
roads, it addresses the visual information received when entering and running through
villages and other small sized sites. Enforcing the 50km/h presumes from the point of
view of the driver and his/her visual dynamic perception of the route, that the urban
route can be at first pretty well identified as a 50km/h area, then enough consistent
with the speed limitation. If not, route design plus environment might then be
suspected to take part in the magnitude of speed offending by giving a visual dynamic
perception of the route not at all favourable to the 50km/h speed moderation.

All these assumptions were checked by coming back in the 75 small sites already
surveyed and provided with speed measurements for looking at their local site
characteristics.

THE STUDY DESIGN AND METHOD
They rely on the following understanding of the driving speed choice. Besides or within
the collective enforcement frame (speed limit credibility, speed control occurrence) and
individual driver backgrounds (self speed threshold of comfortable/safe driving, legal
attitude), the sight of road, traffic and surroundings variations is constantly used to
adapt one’s speed driving to route constraints. It implies among other things
recognising, estimating different route characteristics, and particularly : site type
(rural/built up area), road design and surface, route reading (easy/uneasy) and
surroundings (context), obstacles (static, dynamic) and estimated margins for stopping
(distance, pavement, road shoulders). Some of them are presumed or evident speed
inhibitors while some others work on the opposite.

The study consisted to handle these characteristics in the 75 small sites provided with
4420 speed records. A set of 5 sequential road and surroundings pictures completed
by measurements was taken all along the crossing of site (150 metres before the road
entry signal up to the exit signal).

Pictures were made from a car moving on the road. This set served to describe and
codify the visual dynamic perception of the crossing route with reference to parameters
presumed to visually facilitate or inhibit speed excesses. The whole composed the
descriptive data file of the 75 small sites (27 variables, 73 modalities) that was then
merged with the file of speeds recorded on the same sites for data processing. Several
techniques of statistical analysis were applied to classify site routes and evaluate their
influence on speeding.  (Multi-Factorial Analysis, Ascendant Classification,
Discriminate Analysis).
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Descriptive variables collected from series of photos and measurements were :

• Road urban stretch: ways, road-marking, specific central lay-out, pedestrian ...
• Entering, crossing road-side : passable/impassable shoulders, kerbstones, parking

areas,
• Site size and site course (straight/sinuous, narrow/large..)
• Entering, crossing sight : short/long, clear/blocked sight ahead
• Distance of the speed measurement point to the site entry: short, medium, long

(early/late)
• Signals : speed limit, crossroad, red light, pedestrians, children, ..
• Entering, crossing surroundings : close buildings or not, scattered, aligned,

indications of urban activity (school, shops, cafés, …)

MAIN FINDINGS
The majority of small urban areas (75%) were located on the secondary road network
(Département roads), 44% were very small (500 inhabitants) and the two third were
currently controlled by the police. Ascendant classification and discriminate analysis of
site characteristics provide 8 robust clusters of urban route conditions (modalities of
descriptive variables). Statistical analyses merging site and speed data files confirmed
the assumption that route conditions in small 50km/h areas might play against the
speed limitation and be partly responsible of ineffective speed enforcement. The
average speed significantly varies according to combinations of route and
surroundings characteristics composed by the site clusters. Clusters of crossing data
together with average speeds range speeding in small 50km/h areas in 3 levels of
speed excesses (high, moderate and low). It means that each speed level combines
several modalities of several entering and crossing conditions providing thus
differentiated patterns of speed influence.

Table A. 2 clusters of sites with highest speeding (average speed)
Rapid Sites/Combined indicators (2 clusters)

8 sites (average speed, 67.74 km/h) 10 sites (average speed, 63.11 km/h)
High legibility of the whole site crossing Short speed point distance of the entry
Axial and lateral road marks Short site distance crossing
Speed point = short entry distance (<400 m.) Site exit very well visible

Large road shoulders

In fact, rapid sites are short with a good view of the whole urban route and there is no
break with good conditions of driving on open road (road surface, marks, etc.) when
entering and crossing these small 50km/h areas, and no special speed warning. This
situation discredits the legitimacy of both 50km/h limitation and control. It requires
either to upgrade the speed limit to 70km/h or to proceed to road engineering making
the road consistent with the speed limit enforced.
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Table B. 3 clusters of sites with moderated speed excesses (around ancient 60
km/h limit)

Medium Speed Sites/Combined indicators (3 clusters)
10 sites (average speed, 60.74 km/h)
Impassable/ none roadside
Medium site length (1300-1700m)
Speed point distance from entry = 600-800 m.
50 km/h road signal at the entry

10 sites (average speed, 60.53 km/h)
Long sites

Urban borders : houses, sidewalk
Speed point distance from entry >1 km

Site not controlled by the police
3 sites (average speed, 58.83 km/h)
Central traffic island

Combined indicators of medium speed sites stress several points correlated with
moderated speed excesses. The importance of road sides and route borders when
they are either uncomfortable either clearly of urban type (houses, sidewalk). The fact
that long site with urban borders have similar results in speed average than sites with
the 50km/h road signal and controlled by the police. At last, there is the single
influence of road islands on speed average. Pictures of 3 concerned sites show that
the urban stretch of road is rather of interurban type. It makes guess that if the island
was failing these sites might be in the group of rapid sites.  From the point of view of
speed enforcement, all these sites have a speed average close to the previously long
enforced 60km/h. Intensifying police enforcement should accelerate the process of
changing behaviour norms.

Table C. 3 Clusters of sites with low speed excesses (up to 9km/h)
Medium Speed Sites/Combined indicators (3 clusters)

12 sites (average speed, 55 km/h)
Uncomfortable road stretch: 2 narrow sinuous lanes, axial mark
small site size (500 inhabitants)
Rough roadsides

16 sites (average speed, 54 km/h)
Impassable road shoulders

Medium site size and length
Medium Speed point distance from entry

3 sites (average speed, 54.76 km/h)
Painted traffic island
Urban borders (aligned houses, sidewalk, parking lane)

The lower speed groups indicate that uncomfortable roads and roadsides or evident
urban surroundings prevent from doing speed excesses very high.
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IN CONCLUSION
Using the visual dynamic perception of the route for analysing the site influence on
speed offending in small 50km/h areas is operative. Parameters and variables selected
as presumed site indicators of speed inhibition and facilitation have discriminated
several combinations of real urban crossing characteristics. Tested with their average
speed these specific combinations provide patterns of high, moderate and low speed
excesses induced by sites. Globally, easy driving and comfortable route induce the
highest speed excesses whereas uncomfortable roadsides or urban roadside
equipment moderate speed excesses. At last, very uncomfortable route or evident
urban surroundings go with the lowest speed excesses. The visual perception of easy
driving and comfortable route address interurban road type not changing through small
50km/h areas. Traffic islands moderate in this case the highness of speed excesses.
Differentiated patterns of crossing characteristics influencing speed behaviour provide
additive tools for improving speed enforcement in small 50km/h areas. Combined site
characteristics having speeding consequences allow to diagnose sites contributing to
the inefficiency of enforcement and requiring fitted changes in road layout and
engineering so as to make the crossing consistent with the 50km/h limitation.
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